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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, November 11, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.15/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 14.0-14.5% 15.0-16% 

MWZ4 566^6 S 12^4 4672 23317 -966 Basis (Z): +170 +150/+175 +255/+275 +350/+525 

MWH5 578^4 S 11^2 4976 26421 +1206 Info:  nominal bid/train nominals nom/cars 

MWK5 587^4 S 10^2 1515 7299 +76 Change: unch up 5/dn 25 unch/unch unch/up 25 

MWN5 596^4 S 9^2 1923 4727 +526 Mpls Truck: -70  +30 +55 

MWU5 605^6 S 8^6 192 3457 +86 Portland (Z) Nov Dec Jan (H) Feb (H) 

MWZ5 620^2 S 8^6 136 2703 +141 14%proBasis  +343/+350 +343/+350 +335/+343 +330/+343 

Totals:   13,456 68,348 +1123  up 3/unch up 3/unch up 5/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 1178 Options: 66 

Receipts on the Floor:   
84 cars and 3 trains 

Implied option vols: 
H&K: 18.5% N: 19.5% 

Basis was steady in both the spot milling market and the PNW.   

Commentary: 
Grain markets put in a wild session with a huge blow-off style rally in soybeans and meal leading the 
charge. Beans put in new post harvest highs and took no prisoners trading up 40 cents. Corn was 
mostly watching but did firm to trade up 4-5 cents. Wheat traded both sides of unchanged with 
spreading the dominate feature, but a late rally closed wheat solidly higher with fronts gaining on backs 
and MW gaining back intermarket premium on KW and W.  
 
The WZ/WH spread was the star of the show today with an impressive rally through the -10 level all the 
way to -5 late. Fund shorts continue to chase diminishing index fund volumes. Today was day 3 of 5 of 
the major commodity index fund rolls. Index funds continue to get more dynamic and creative in rolling 
longs out across the curve in the ag markets such that we see significant volume fund rolls this week in 
H/K and K/N spreads. Although those volumes aren’t as large as the Z/H spread rolls in front, the trade 
is less positioned for them so it creates actual weakness in the H/K as opposed to what we see in Z/H. 
Thus we see H/K trading at a discount to Z/H in both SRW and HRW. This creates a bullspreading 
opportunity in the H/K spreads. It’s pretty elementary logic, but we will have fewer free stocks on Mar 1 
then on Dec 1 and H/K is a 2-month spread vs a 3-month spread on Z/H, thus less storage costs. So 
with KC Z/H trading 1 ½ carry and WZ/WH trading -5 ½ the H/K spreads look like great risk/reward 
bullspreads at -4 in KC and -7 in WZ/WH. After today’s move in WZ/WH it’s almost assured that the 
VSR calculation will revert storage back to 5 cents per month which leaves little downside on WH/WK 
from here.  
 
Managed money has been slowly trimming their short position in wheat but gross short positions of 
114,000 Chicago and 24,000 KC wheat continue to be under pressure and in liquidation mode.  
 
Spring wheat intermarket and calendar spreads were both strong today. MH-WH continues to recover 
from its extremely oversold levels following the supportive balance sheet adjustments in yesterday’s 
crop report. Remember we had what looked like a technical fund trader selling MH/buying WH 
everyday for almost two weeks that pushed the spread down to a low yesterday morning of 31, which is 
darn close to last year’s low of 25 even though the spring wheat fundamental picture is much stronger 
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this year compared with last.  Thus we view this week’s recovery and today’s trade in MH-WH back into 
the 45-50 area as a return to fair value. With the spring wheat balance sheet tightening and today’s 
follow-through confirming yesterday’s reversal, it is possible that a trend could now develop the other 
way. MW calendar spreads also saw positive price action with both H/K and K/N falling to new move 
lows in early trade only to reverse and close higher and above yesterday’s highs. MW spreads saw a 
heavy dose of roll pressure right after the open with 500 each H/K and K/N sold out to new lows past 5 
cents/month. But then it stopped. There was just no more offer on the spreads after the initial burst 
lower. The bearspreading pressure that has been heavy for the last couple of weeks seem to just 
disappear. Bids reloaded on the calendar spreads and values slowly firmed throughout the session as it 
became increasingly apparent that the program was over. MGEX volume was huge today. We continue 
to advise bullspreading MW at 5 cents/month storage and hold for a longer term trade on spring wheat 
demand.  
 
KC spreads also firmed from early lows with H/K going out trading -3 ½. Again, the index fund roll is 
oversubscribed in Z/H but undersubscribed in H/K so we continue to see value in bullspreading H/K in 
both KC and Chicago against these fund rolls.  
 
There is some chatter about a winterkill threat to HRW in the southern plains and although that will be 
difficult if not impossible to verify anytime soon the KC N/U at -12 is a great cheap bullspread given the 
overall tight stocks situation we are still in (even after yesterday’s adjustment the pipeline is still 
historically tight). We also like bullspreading WN-WZ around this 22-23 carry area given dryness in 
Russia, concern over SRW acres, and the storage rate reverting back to 5 cents per month.  
 
 
–Austin Damiani 


